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ABSTRACT 

Dynamic Most of the general population who have seen the 

glasses, however, may not be permitted talking openly; a 

noteworthy component of the glasses was the area data. 

Google will have the capacity to catch pictures of its PCs and 

enlarged reality data comes back to the individual wearing 

them through the camera effectively inherent on the glasses. 

For the minute, if a man taking a gander at a point of interest 

then he could see verifiable and nitty-gritty data. Likewise 

remarks about it that their companion's cleared out. In the 

event that its facial acknowledgment programming ends up 

direct and sufficiently exact, the glasses could remind a wearer 

and furthermore discloses to us when and how he met the 

foggy recognizable individual remaining before him at a 

capacity or gathering. A PC which is scene based worked 

straightforwardly through your eyes instead of your pocket or 

pocket. A skilled innovation for a wide range of 

Handicapped/crippled individuals. 

 

Keywords: Project glass, Virtual reality, Augmented reality, 

4G, Eye-Tap 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A.  Project glass  

Google has given innovative work about Project glass to build 

up an enlarged reality Head Mounted Display (HMD). The 

fundamental plan of Project Glass items would be the without 

hands showing data that is inconceivable and as of now 

accessible to most advanced mobile phone clients. Likewise 

permits communication with the Internet by means of voice 

summons of normal voice. Glasses will include increased reality 

and virtual reality. Google glasses are fundamentally wearable 

PCs that will utilize the Android programming that forces 

Android advanced mobile phones and tablets. 

 

B. Google Glass  

Google Glass is a wearable PC with a head-mounted show 

(HMD) that is being created by Google in the Project Glass 

innovative work project, with the mission of delivering a mass-

advertise omnipresent PC. The edges don't presently have fitted 

focal points, Google is on the way toward considering sunglass 

retailers association, for example, Ray-Ban or Warby Parker, 

wish to open a retail shop to attempt on the gadget for clients. 

Individuals who wear solution glasses can't utilize traveler 

version, yet Google has affirmed that Glass will be perfect with 

casings and focal points as indicated by the wearer's medicine 

and potentially append able to ordinary remedy glasses. Google 

X Lab built up this Glass, which has involvement with other 

modern innovations, for example, driverless autos.  

 

C. Virtual reality (VR) 

Virtual the truth is a term that applies to computer-simulated 

situations that can recreate physical nearness in places in reality 

and furthermore well as a fictional universe. Remote 

correspondence is canvassed in a situation which furnishes 

virtual nearness of clients with the telepresence and tele-

existence ideas or a virtual antique (VA). The recreated 

condition can be like this present reality with a specific end goal 

to make an existence like an ordeal.  

 

Virtual the truth is frequently used to portray a wide assortment 

of utilization with very visual, immersive, 3D situations. And 

furthermore, it gives advancement of designs equipment 

quickening, CAD programming, database gloves and scaling 

down head mounted presentations.  

 

It incorporates utilizing PC innovation to make a three-

dimensional, reenacted world so a client can control and 

investigate while feeling as though he were in that world. The 

capacity to track a client's movements through his head and eye 

developments, and it alters the pictures correspondingly on the 

client's show and mirrors the adjustment in context. 

 

D. Augmented reality (AR)  

Increased Reality is immediate or roundabout, a live perspective 

of a physical, true condition whose components are enlarged by 

produced input having sensors, for example, video, sound, GPS 

information or graphics. It is identified with a more broad idea 

called intervened reality, which is a perspective of the truth is 

altered (conceivably even lessened as opposed to expanded) by 

a PC. Subsequently, the innovation capacities by improving 

one's present view of reality. By differentiating, virtual reality 

replaces this present reality with a recreated one. The increase is 

customarily continuously and in a semantic setting with natural 

components. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Google glass is an optical head-mounted show comprise of a 

creation by Google in Google x research center in the California 

to utilize the Android working framework. It catches the photos, 
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video interface between them in individual contact, guide, and 

individual information. In creator has thought of a specific 

preferred standpoint of this system is that it both conveys the 

demand to the PC and advises the conversational accomplice 

with regards to the wearer's utilization of the machine. In creator 

has faced the difficulties and presume that fourth and fifth era 

advanced eyeglass will demonstrate more productive than 

different advances as the issue of the elucidation of pictures in 

camera, questions out from the scope of laser light are 

additionally confirmed. Creator has thought of thought of 

utilizing computerized eye with wearable processing which will 

encourage creator has additionally said about the issues that can 

emerge because of it. Show innovation Steve Mann to examine 

the including visual memory. In creator Thad Starner has 

chipped away at the time territory of this innovation. Creator has 

decreased the season of correspondence. The creator is utilizing 

wearable innovation since most recent 20 years. At the point 

when the creator has lessened time amongst intention and 

activity the interface has moved toward becoming an activity to 

the self. Creator has taken numerous genuine cases for the 

demos of the innovation. In Shimpali Deshpande et. al. Has done 

a study of the innovation utilized has done the review of the 

advancements utilized as a part of Google Glass. Creator where 

security was the principal issue. Creator has additionally 

clarified the working of Google glass future extension talked 

about in the paper. 

 

3. TECHNOLOGY USED 

A. Wearable Computing:  

Body-borne PCs i.e. Wearable PCs are smaller than usual 

electronic gadgets that can wear by the carrier body part with, 

under or overdress. It is wearable innovation has been produced 

for exceptional or universally useful information advances and 

media development. Uses of more intricate computational help 

than just equipment coded rationales can be given by wearable 

PCs.  

 

Consistency is one of the fundamental highlights of wearable 

PCs so that there will be a consistent collaboration between the 

PC and client i.e. it doesn't have to kill the gadget on or. Another 

component as it is a multi-entrusting gadget.  
 

B. Eye Tap Technology:  

Eye Tap is additionally the name of an association established 

by designer Steve Mann to create and advance Eye Tap related 

advances, for example, wearable PCs. An Eye Tap is a model 

that is too worn before the eye which goes about as a camera to 

catch the scene accessible to the eye additionally shows it to 

superimpose an on the first scene accessible to the pictures 

produced by computer[7]. The structure goes about as a screen 

and a camera for client's eye as the Eye Tap. The Eye tap utilizes 

pillar splitter to send the same scene to both eye and camera [4]. 

It is a hard innovation that classifies into three primary headers 

for wearable figuring (i.e. Expansion, Constancy, Mediation) for 

the reality of the client sees.  
 

C. 4G Technology: 

4G is the fourth era of wireless portable in light of interchanges 

benchmarks. It is a proper form of the third era (3G) principles. 

It gives portable the ultra-broadband Internet getting to, for 

instance to advanced cells, to PCs with USB remote modems 

and to other cell phones. 

 

D. Smart Grid Technology: 

A savvy network is an electrical framework that utilization data 

and correspondences innovation to assemble and follow up on 

data, for example, data about the practices of providers and 

customers, in a computerized mold to enhance the proficiency, 

unwavering quality, financial matters, and maintainability of the 

generation and circulation of power.  

 

E.  Smart Clothing: 

Keen attire is the up and coming age of clothing. It is a mix of 

new manufacture innovation and computerized innovation, 

which implies that the garments are made with new flag 

exchange texture innovation introduced with advanced gadgets. 

Since this brilliant apparel is still a work in progress, numerous 

issues have happened because of the nonattendance of the 

institutionalization of innovation. In this way, the productivity 

of innovation improvement can be reinforced through 

mechanical institutionalization.  

 

This investigation comprises of three stages. The primary stage 

is choosing institutionalization components to propose an 

institutionalization guide. The second stage is to research and 

gather related test assessment techniques for the keen dress. For 

this, we chose two classes, which are attire and power/electron 

properties. The third stage is set up an institutionalization guide 

for keen attire. In this investigation, test assessments have not 

yet been led and demonstrated. In any case, this examination 

demonstrates to approach institutionalization. We expect that it 

will be significant for creating keen apparel innovation and 

institutionalization later on  

 

F. Ambient Intelligence: 

Surrounding Intelligence (AmI) alludes to electronic situations 

that are touchy and receptive to the nearness of individuals. 

Encompassing knowledge is a dream on the eventual fate of 

customer gadgets, media communications, and computing. In an 

encompassing insight world, gadgets work in the show to help 

individuals in completing their regular day to day existence 

exercises, undertakings, and ceremonies in simple, common 

way utilizing data and insight that is covered up in the system 

associating these devices. As these gadgets develop littler, more 

associated and more incorporated into our condition, the 

innovation vanishes into our surroundings until just the UI stays 

detectable by clients. 

 

4. DESIGN 

 
Fig. 1: Plan of Google Glass 

 

A. Video Display:  

It's highlighted with the little video show that is utilized to show 

the fly up hands-free data.  

 

B. Camera:  

It likewise has the forward-looking camcorder with which 

photographs and recordings can be taken in an impression.  

 

C. Speaker:  

Google glasses are intended to be sans hands wearable gadget 

that can be utilized to make or get calls as well. So a speaker is 

likewise composed by the ear.  
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D. Button:  

A solitary catch in favor of the edge sophisticates the glasses to 

work with the physical touch input.  

 

E. Microphone:  

An amplifier is likewise placed in, that can take the voice orders 

of the wearer of the client. This receiver is additionally utilized 

for having telephonic correspondence. 

 

5. WORKING 
The gadget will most likely speak with cell phones through Wi-

Fi and show substance on the video screen and in addition react 

to the voice charges of the client. Google set up together a short 

video showing the highlights and applications of Google 

glasses. It primarily focuses on the long-range informal 

communication, route, and correspondence. The camcorder 

detects nature and perceives the articles and individuals around. 

The entire working of the Google glasses relies on the client 

voice orders itself.  

 

The Explorer Edition gets information through Wi-Fi, or it can 

tie by means of Bluetooth an Android gadget or iPhone, and 

utilize its 3G or 4G information; the Glass likewise has a GPS 

chip. Clients issue voice summons by first saying "alright glass", 

trailed by the order, or they can look through the choices 

utilizing a finger at the edge of the gadget.  

 

So no consoles Google Glass overlay the world you see around 

you with related data shot onto your retina by a crystal that gets 

from a minor projector inside the focal point. You see both the 

physical world and every applicable datum related to it, the sort 

of information that corrects at this point. In the relative stone 

time of PCs, tablets and cell phones, sits on a different database 

someplace, sitting tight for you to come to an obvious 

conclusion. 

 

With Google Glasses, the innovation vanishes from before you 

and you get information and applications with regards to what 

you're doing or what you're taking a gander at. Need to know the 

climate at this moment? You won't need to locate the climate 

application and tap on it to get a report.  

Climate applications for Google Glass will know when you're 

gazing toward the mists and furnish you with a moment climate 

report. 

 
Fig. 2: Working of Google Glass 

6. SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION 

• It runs Android 4.0.4 Ice Cream Sandwich. It has a Texas 

Instruments OMAP 4430 chipset. The OMAP 4430 has been 

utilized as a part of gadgets like Samsung's 7inch Galaxy Tab 

2.0, the first Motorola Droid RAZR, strong gadgets amid their 

prime, yet now the chipset is a long way from new that fueled 

them.  

• The Glass has 1GB smash and 16GB of blaze stockpiling on-

board, with 12GB really usable, and it will match up with 

"Google distributed storage", apparently Google Drive. 

• Google states that "what might as well be called a 25-inch top 

quality screen from eight feet away" given by Glass includes a 

640 x 360 show. 

• It has a 5-mp camera highlights 720p video. 

• Bone conduction transducer ventures sound. 

• Adjustable nose cushions in a casing that Google says will "fit 

any face," +-is included by Glass. 

• Connectivity-wise, it is good with any Bluetooth-skilled 

telephone and backings 802.11b/g Wi-Fi, however usefulness 

will differ. 

• The Glass will empower GPS and SMS bolster through an 

application called "My Glass" for telephones with Android  

4.0.3. 

7. APPLICATIONS 
A.  Healthy mind  

Clinics and wellbeing frameworks have likewise discovered 

Google Glass to have potential uses in the crisis office. Google 

Glass will be utilized to direct video interviews for patients who 

require a dermatological counsel. Google Glass enabled the 

doctor to see which solutions the patient was susceptible to 

without walking out on him, empowering him to rapidly oversee 

the right life-sparing drug.  
 

B. Education  

With Google Glass, educators and understudies alike can show 

data in a cell phone like sans hands arrange, while connecting 

with the Internet by means of characteristic dialect voice orders. 

With boundless potential outcomes readily available, the 

training group can assemble nearer working associations with 

understudies, and enable youngsters to get more required with 

their learning background. Here we investigate how Google 

Glass may be utilized as a part of training.  
 

C. Gaming 

Google propelled a progression of small-scale amusements for 

its innovative Google Glass specs that enable players to utilize 

their heads as rackets to play a series of virtual tennis or cut 

shapes out of nowhere like a karate ace. The clasp additionally 

expects to urge designers to assemble amusements for Glass.  
 

D. Construction 

Field Lens is one of those organizations and has turned into the 

trailblazer in the development business for Google Glass 

applications. "Field Lens is intended to help development 

experts adequately archive, dole out, and oversee job site issues 

utilizing any cell phone, tablet or the Web.  
 

E. Law requirement  

The glass is the most recent apparatus for law-implementation 

organizations progressively centered on utilizing observation 

innovation to enhance policing and screen the direct of their 

officers. Glass takes into account comparable chronicles while 

additionally giving officers sans hands voice-charge highlights 

and area data. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
While setting up the introduction on "GOOGLE GLASS" we 

find out about the historical backdrop of google glass, its 

working and its commitment to the advanced world. The 

essential thought of the introduction is to upgrade the learning 
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about the most recent advancements and I learned about google 

glass to do likewise. I learned about the innovation of glass, its 

highlights and its positive and negative consequences for our 

general public. Google glass is a decent gadget for different 

purposes get a kick out of the chance to take photographs, to 

record video and in particular in Google driverless auto. In this 

way, it might be called the glass to see the cutting edge world or 

glass of future vision. 

 

Google glasses are fundamentally wearable gadget PCs which 

utilizes the developing commonplace advances. Additionally 

brings the simplicity of correspondence, complexity and data get 

to notwithstanding for the physically tested or disabled class of 

individuals those actually couldn't utilize a general method for 

palmtops and mobiles. It will convey alleviation and stress less 

life to mankind with the assistance of new innovation. 

Google Glass is a lightweight hands-free gadget that ought to be 

worn as eyeglasses. It is the following face changing the test to 

innovation. Not at all like cell phones or tablets you don't require 

putting it on and off your pocket constantly. Your eyes and voice 

are sufficient to work everything the way. 

 

9. FUTURE SCOPE 
Google Glass is as futuristic a gadget we’ve seen in recent times. 

It’s limited in scope right now. The future, Google believes, is 

bright and the device itself is “incredibly compelling”. 
 

Google is trying their hardest to push the Project Glass through 

the FCC this year. Reports demonstrate that Google is 

endeavoring to get the endorsement by the FCC this year yet 

there are now a few hundred glasses made for testing inside. 

 

Google glasses are basically wearable computers that use the 

evolving familiar technologies that brings the sophistication and 

ease of communication and information access even for the 

physically challenged class of people those literally could not 

use general way of palmtops and mobile. This into a useful, self-

ruling putting out fires benefit. 
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